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The structures of small hydrazine clusters from the dimer to the hexamer have been calculated using
a standard site-site intermolecular potential and a newly developed systematic approach which is
essentially based on monomer properties. Aside from the repulsive and the attractive dispersion and
induction interaction special care is taken for the determination of the electrostatic interaction which
is represented by a distributed multipole expansion and a penetration correction. Based on these
potentials the vibrational spectra of the N-N stretching and the asymmetric NH2 wagging mode are
calculated using degenerate perturbation theory. While the small shifts of the N-N stretching mode
are fairly well reproduced by both potential models, large differences are predicted for the
asymmetric NH2 wagging mode. Here, redshifts of –30 cm21 are calculated for the standard and
blueshifts of 100 cm21 are obtained for the systematic potential in agreement with experiment. The
analysis shows that the reason for this behavior is the careful treatment of the electrostatic term in
this model. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01501-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clusters of stable molecules are usually bound by w
van der Waals forces or hydrogen bonds. They often exh
different structures than their two limiting cases, the dim
and the solid crystal.1,2 Structural information is best ob
tained from high resolution spectroscopy using absorptio3,4

or opto-thermal detection5,6 methods. The spectroscopy i
however, restricted to small clusters. In order to obtain inf
mation on larger clusters, special techniques for the selec
of single cluster sizes have to be applied. Unfortunately,
simple mass spectrometric detection does not work, s
strong fragmentation during the ionization process destr
the correlation between the measured ionic cluster and
neutral precursor.1,7 To overcome this problem, we hav
used the momentum transfer in a scattering experiment
atoms to prepare a cluster of one size.1,7,8 In combination
with infrared photodissociation spectroscopy this is a pow
ful tool to get information as a function of the cluster size2

Typically, in such predissociation experiments a beam
clusters containing ir-active molecules is formed in a sup
sonic nozzle and expanded into a vacuum chamber, wher
intramolecular mode of vibration is excited by ir-radiatio
Energy relaxation may subsequently lead to predissocia
of the clusters, causing a decrease in the beam signal.5 As a
direct result of the mutual interaction of the molecules with
the cluster, the spectral bands found in these experim
appear shifted~and sometimes also split! with respect to the
corresponding gas phase absorption frequencies. For va
Waals systems the frequency shifts are typically of sev
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wave numbers, while for the X-H vibrations of hydroge
bonded systems the shifts can amount to hundreds of cm21.

The comparison of the measured data with calculati
of the ir-spectra of these clusters gives detailed informat
on their structure. Recently, we have developed a pertu
tion approach for the evaluation of the frequency shifts
homogeneous molecular clusters10 with a generalized resul
for degenerate states.11 The basic idea is to treat the anha
monic intramolecular force field and the intermolecular p
tential as a quantum mechanical perturbation of the mole
lar vibrations, described in the normal mode approach. I
referred to asfrozen molecule approach~FMA! in the further
course of this work.

The most detailed results up to now have been obtai
for methanol clusters for which the measured CO stretch13–15

and the OH stretch16,17modes have been analyzed and int
preted in terms of detailed structural information.9,10 Similar
results have been obtained for small SF6 clusters.

12 Hydra-
zine clusters are another interesting system for which
antisymmetric NH2 wagging mode (n125937 cm21!, and
the symmetric N-N stretching mode (n551098 cm21! have
been measured from the dimer to the hexamer.18 The former
mode exhibits large blueshifts up to more than 100 cm21,
while the latter one shows almost size-independent sm
shifts.

In the present paper we apply the FMA formalism to t
investigation of the spectral line shifts of hydrazine clust
from dimer to hexamer. For that purpose the intramolecu
force field of Ref. 19 is used in combination with two inte
molecular potentials. The first one is the EPEN/2 model
Snir et al.20 which consists of charges, repulsive and attra
tive centers placed at the positions of the atoms, the lone
electrons, and on the bonds. The second one is systemati
calculated from properties of the monomers and contains
t-
679595/11/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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6796 Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
electrostatic interaction using a distributed multipole exp
sion and a penetration component, the repulsion, and
attractive induction and dispersion terms.21

The calculated structures for the two potentials differ
details but show the same general trends, chain structure
the dimers, cyclic structures for the trimers and three dim
sional behavior for the larger clusters. The comparison of
calculated lineshifts, however, with the published expe
mental data exhibits appreciable differences for the two
tentials. Only the predictions for the NH2 wagging mode
based on the systematic potential model are in good ag
ment with the measurements. Since the experimental dat
partly incomplete, we have carried out new measureme
and a detailed comparison with these new data is publis
in the paper following this one.

The paper starts with a description of the two poten
models. Then the resulting structures for the different clus
sizes are discussed. Based on these results the frequ
shifts are calculated using the frozen molecule approach
nally, the results for the two potentials are compared and
general behavior with respect to the different potential ter
is discussed for the systematic model.

II. INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIAL MODELS

A. The EPEN/2 potential

One of the most critical aspects of matching struct
and frequency shift calculations for clusters of molecu
with experimental data is the choice of a realistic interm
lecular potential function. Due to the complexity of su
calculations, two somewhat contradictory prerequisites
the potentials are usually imposed: accurate description
the experimental evidence, and a relative simplicity of
evaluation. In many cases, site-site potentials seem to
competitive candidates for tractable numerical solutions. T
molecular interactions are modelled through distributed
teractionsites, which account for the nuclei and electron
charge clouds, and whose relative positions remain
changed within the molecules. Such an approach allows
the total interaction energy of the molecular cluster be
expressed solely from the pairwise molecular interactio
Three-body and higher order terms are not considered ex
itly. However, evaluating derivatives of the interaction e
ergy with respect to vibrational coordinates of a particu
molecule, implies displacing the atomic sites along the n
mal modes of vibration.

Among the potential energy hypersurfaces available
the literature for the description of the molecular interactio
within the hydrazine clusters, we have chosen the mo
called EPEN/2~potential based on the interaction of ele
trons and nuclei! by Snir, Nemenoff and Scheraga.20 In this
model, positive charges are located at the atomic nuc
which carry a charge ofZ22, whereZ is the atomic number
excepting hydrogen which carries a charge of11. Negative
charge centers are located off the nuclei, and their cha
are equal to –1 or –2, corresponding to single electrons
electron pairs, respectively. The bonding electrons are
cated along the bonds, while the lone-pair~or p) electrons
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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are located off the bonds. However, the negative charge
ters should be regarded strictly as centers of interact
which do not represent the actual electron distribution. Th
the term ‘‘electrons’’ is used just for convenience. Molecul
are assembled from fragments. The distances between
charge locations and the heavy atoms are fixed in the f
ments and are determined by fitting to experimental d
~spectroscopic studies on single molecules in the gas ph
crystallographic studies, thermodynamic properties of cr
tals and liquids!.

The functional expression of the EPEN/2 potential h
the form

Uab5
1

4pe0
(
i , j

qiqj
r i j

1(
k,l

gkgl SAkle
2Bklr kl2

Ckl

r kl
6 D . ~1!

The first sum describes the electrostatic interaction betw
site i of moleculea and sitej of moleculeb and runs over
all atomic and bond sites with lone pair electrons includ
The hydrazine molecule is built up from two amino group
for which we have, aside from the N atom (q55! and the
two H atoms (q51!, the two N-H bonds (q5–2!, the one
bond lying along the N-N direction (q5–1!, and the two N
lone-pair electrons (q5–2!, constrained to lie along the sum
of the unit vectors of the three bonds formed with the nit
gen. For all bond sites of the amino group distances from
nitrogen atom are fixed parameters. With the chargesqi and
qj in units of the elementary charge, the distancer i j between
the charges in Ångstrom, and the constant factor of 1389
the energy is given in kJ/mol.

The second sum describes the nonbonded interaction
tween sitek of moleculea and sitel of moleculeb and runs
over the bond sites with the lone pair electrons includ
Each type of bond is assigned a set of parametersAkk ,
Bkk , andCkk , the model coefficientsAkl , Bkl , andCkl re-
sulting from standard combination rules

Akl5AAkkAll , Bkl5~Bkk1Bll !/2, Ckl5ACkkCll .
~2!

The dimensionless weightsgk , gl are 2 for all sites excep
for the N-N bond for which 1 is used. The positions of th
sites and theAkk , Bkk , andCkk parameters for hydrazine ar
given in Table I. The monomer configuration is taken fro
Ref. 22 and the electron sites are built in according to
EPEN/2 specifications. The values of the relevant geome
cal parameters are listed in Table II.

A rather delicate numerical aspect when calculating
tential derivatives regards the handling of bond sites, si

TABLE I. EPEN/2 parameter values for hydrazine.

Parameter Value

Distance of N-H electrons from N nucleus 0.64600 Å
Distance of N-N electrons from N nucleus 0.48239 Å
Distance of lone-pair electrons from N nucleus 0.28200 Å
Aii ~saturated N electron! 27567.22 kJ/mol
Bii ~saturated N electron! 4.03459 Å21

Cii ~saturated N electron! 149.09 kJ/mol Å6
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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6797Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
the normal coordinate approach gives prescriptions only
the displacement of the atomic sites of the molecule.
overcome this problem, we used the following simple mod
When displacing atoms, the binding sites are constraine
remain on the implied bonds, sliding such as to conse
proportional distances from the atoms defining the bond.
regards the lone pair electrons, they remain located on
sum of the unit vectors of the three bonds formed by
nitrogen within a particular amino group, at a distance fro
the nitrogen atom varying proportionally to the modulus
the vector defining the resulting direction.

B. Systematic model potential

A new model potential has been developed to repres
the intermolecular potential of the hydrazine dimer. The p
tential consists of a detailed atom-atom anisotropic repre
tation of the multipolar electrostatic energy, dipole polar
abilities and dipole-dipole dispersion energy coefficie
centered on the nitrogen atoms only, and simple atom-a
isotropic repulsion and penetration contributions:

E5Emult1Eind1Edisp1Erep1Epen. ~3!

Each of the components is described in more detail
low. They are obtained mainly fromab initio monomer
wave functions, using a modification of a systematic pot
tial method described previously for chlorine-chlorine21 and
ion-water23 interactions. There are considerable advanta
inherent in using SCF monomer calculations rather than
permolecule calculations: Monomer calculations are free
basis set superposition error; only one or a few monom
calculations are required, whereas supermolecule calc
tions have to cover a six-dimensional intermolecular c
figuration space; supermolecule calculations give only an
timate of the total potential energy, which is difficult t
correct for basis set and correlation effects, whereas mo
mer calculations give physically meaningful compone
such as those in Eq.~3!. These components can be adjusted
necessary to reproduce known molecular properties suc
multipoles and polarizabilities. It is also easier to find re
sonable functional forms that fit the components in Eq.~3!
separately, rather than fitting the total potential energy
tained from supermolecule calculations.

Monomer hydrazine wave functions were calculated
the SCF approximation using theCADPAC ab initio
package,24 with a CADPAC library 8s6p3d basis set on th
nitrogen atoms, and 6s3p on the hydrogens. The geom
used corresponds to the experimental equilibrium struct
the atomic positions are shown in Table III. The SCF ene

TABLE II. Geometry of hydrazine.

Parameter Value

N-H bond length 1.016 Å
N-N bond length 1.446 Å
HNH angle 106.00°
NNH angle 108.85°
u tor - dihedral angle between amino groups 88.05°
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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is 2111.23124Eh .
The anisotropic features of the intermolecular poten

are defined using molecule-fixed axes, which are oriente
follows: ẑ points from N2 to N1,ŷ8 points from the center of
mass of the four H atoms to the center of the two N atom
x̂5 ŷ83 ẑ/uŷ83 ẑu, and ŷ5 ẑ3 x̂. The origin of molecular co-
ordinates is the center of the two N atoms. This coordin
system is used in Table III. The direction ofx̂ is reversed if
necessary so that it makes an angle of less than 90o with the
H5→H3 vector; the resulting left-handed set of axes wou
be required for the mirror image of the coordinates in Ta
III.

1. Multipolar electrostatic energy

The multipolar electrostatic energy is taken to be a s
of interactions between atomic multipoles that depend on
molecular geometry

Emult5(
a

(
b

(
lm

(
l 8m8

Qlm
a Ql 8m8

b Tlm,l 8m8~Vab!Rab
2~ l1 l 811! ,

~4!

whereRab is the distance between atoma on moleculeA and
atomb on moleculeB,Qlm

a andQl 8m8
b are atomic multipoles,

andTlm,l 8m8 is an interaction tensor that depends on the
rection of the vectorRab relative to the molecule-fixed axes
The T tensors have been tabulated by Priceet al.25 In this
work, the sum in Eq.~4! is truncated atl1 l 852, so the
electrostatic energy consists of charge-charge, charge-dip
charge-quadrupole and dipole-dipole contributions. Sin
these contributions occur for each pair of atoms, this i
detailed representation of the electrostatic energy. A hig
percentage accuracy is required for the electrostatic en
than for the other components of the potential, becaus
hydrogen-bonded dimers the electrostatic energy usu
gives the largest contribution to both the magnitude and
anisotropy of the potential.

Atomic multipoles are calculated from the SCF wa
functions by dividing the charge density into discrete atom
pieces, then calculating the multipoles of each piece in
coordinate system of its associated atom. The atomic coo
nate system of each atom has axes parallel to the molec
axes, and an origin at the atomic nucleus. The distribu
multipole analysis technique of Stone and Alderton26 is used
to partition the charge density; this method is known to g
good convergence with increasing multipole rank. The
sulting atomic multipoles are shown in Table IV.

TABLE III. Atomic coordinates for hydrazine, expressed in the molecu
axis system described in the text. All coordinates are in Å in the equilibri
geometry.

N1 ~0, 0, 0.724500!
N2 ~0, 0, –0.724500!
H3 ~0.938543, 0.209092, 1.052800!
H4 ~–0.209021, –0.938472, 1.052800!
H5 ~–0.938543, 0.209092, –1.052800!
H6 ~0.209021, –0.938472, –1.052800!
, No. 17, 1 May 1997



6798 Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
TABLE IV. Atomic multipoles for hydrazine in its equilibrium structure, in atomic units.

N1 Q00520.273161
Q10520.355724 Q11c50.242167 Q11s520.185758

Q2050.713929 Q21c50.118305 Q21s520.404812 Q22c520.078755 Q22s50.701852
N2 Q00520.273161

Q1050.355724 Q11c520.242167 Q11s520.185758
Q2050.713929 Q21c50.118305 Q21s50.404812 Q22c520.078755 Q22s520.701852
H3 Q0050.161953

Q1050.034588 Q11c50.120732 Q11s50.024491
Q2050.016771 Q21c50.019403 Q21s520.019585 Q22c50.014077 Q22s50.060056
H4 Q0050.111207

Q1050.032402 Q11c520.048437 Q11s520.119053
Q2050.031568 Q21c50.021698 Q21s520.015449 Q22c520.043420 Q22s50.022251
H5 Q0050.161953

Q10520.034588 Q11c520.120732 Q11s50.024491
Q2050.016771 Q21c50.019403 Q21s50.019585 Q22c50.014077 Q22s520.060056
H6 Q0050.111207

Q10520.032402 Q11c50.048437 Q11s520.119053
Q2050.031568 Q21c50.021698 Q21s50.015449 Q22c520.043420 Q22s520.022251
-
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2. Induction and dispersion energy

The induction energy of moleculeA consists of one con
tribution from each nitrogen atom ofA, as follows:

Eind
A 52

1

2 (
aPN

axx~F11c
a !21ayy~F11s

a !21azz~F10
a !2

12axzF11c
a F10

a . ~5!

The electrostatic field componentsFlm
a are produced by the

atomic multipoles of all other moleculesB

Flm
a 52(

b
(
l 8m8

Ql 8m8
b Tlm,l 8m8~Vab!Rab

2~ l1 l 811! , ~6!

andaxx , ayy , azz, axz are atomic polarizabilities, which ar
half the molecular polarizabilities. An analogous express
is used for the induction energy of the other molecules in
cluster. Higher-order effects, such as hyperpolarizabilit
quadrupole polarizabilities and interactions between indu
multipoles are neglected, and the multipole rankl 8 in Eq. ~6!
is restricted to 0 and 1~charges and dipoles!. The dispersion
energy consists ofC6 ~dipole-dipole! contributions between
each pair of nitrogen atoms

Edisp52 (
aPN

(
bPN

(
mm8

Clm, lm8@Tlm, lm8~Vab!#
2Rab

26 , ~7!

where the atomic dispersion energy coefficientsC are one-
quarter of the molecular dispersion energy coefficien
Higher-rank dispersion energy coefficients are neglected

CHF molecular polarizabilities and TDCHF dispersio
energy coefficients were calculated using theCADPAC pack-
age, with the basis set described above. It is found that
dispersion energy coefficients obey to within 0.2% the re
tionshipClm,l 8m85clmcl 8m8. ‘‘Mixed’’ dispersion energy co-
efficients are found to be negligible. The atomic polarizab
ities and atomic c coefficients ~half the molecularC
coefficients! are given in Table V. The polarizabilities an
dispersion energy coefficients are empirically scaled in
final model potential, in an attempt to correct for neglect
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
n
e
s,
d

.

e
-

-

e
f

correlation. No literature values are available, so an an
gous ab initio calculation using the same basis set w
performed on NH3, with N–H bondlengths of 1.017 Å, and
HNH bond angles of 107.8o. This gave an isotropic polariz
ability of 12.53 a.u., and a spherical dispersion energy co
ficient of 75.40 a.u. The accurate values are 14.56 and 89
respectively.27 Making the assumption that the scaling r
quired for hydrazine is the same as for ammonia, the ato
polarizabilities in Table V are multiplied by 1.16, and thec
coefficients by 1.09.

3. Repulsion energy

Although the repulsion energy cannot be computed
actly from monomer wave functions, there are several e
pirical models28,29 that relate it to monomer properties, us
ally with one or more fitted parameters. In this work, t
overlap model29 is used

Erep5KSr
x , ~8!

whereK andx are adjustable parameters,Sr is the electronic
charge density overlap integral

Sr5E rel
A~r !rel

B~r !dr , ~9!

rel
A andrel

B are the electron densities of moleculeA andB.
The charge density overlap integral was calculated

200 relative orientations of the hydrazine dimer. The orie
tations were randomly chosen, with the restriction that
closest N–N intermolecular contact was between 4 an

TABLE V. Atomic polarizabilities andc coefficients for the nitrogen atoms
of hydrazine, in atomic units. Dispersion coefficients are a product of
c coefficients, as shown in the text. Before using these values in the m
potential, the polarizabilities should be multiplied by 1.16, and thec coef-
ficients by 1.09.

axx519.077 ayy519.019 azz523.831 axz51.208
c11c55.5584 c11s55.5486 c1056.6411
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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6799Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
a0, and other atom-atom contacts were longer than 3.2a0.
The GMUL program30 was used to perform the integration
using charge densities calculated from the SCF mono
wave functions. The resulting overlap integrals were fit
using a simple atom-atom exponential function,

Sr5(
ab

Aab exp~2aabRab!. ~10!

The best-fit parameters, with all points included, areAab

522.42 a.u.,aab51.891 a0
21 for N–N; Aab52.86 a.u.,

aab52.056 a0
21 for N–H. The rms percentage error

14.2%. Including H–H contributions reduces the error
less than 0.1%. It has not been found necessary in this w
to makeA ~or a) anisotropic, although this has been done
the past for other dimers,21,31 and can give significant im
provements in the potential.31

The parametersK andx in Eq. ~8! still have to be ob-
tained. It is assumed here thatx51, in accordance with
physical intuition and with the results of some earlier wo
The scaling parameterK is discussed below.

4. Penetration energy

The multipolar electrostatic energy, given by Eq.~2!, is
part of the total first-order Coulomb interaction energy b
tween two molecules:

EC
~1!5E E rA~r1!r

B~r2!r 12
21dr1 dr2 , ~11!

whererA andrB are the electronic plus nuclear charge de
sities. For some dimers it is sufficient to use Eq.~4! as a
reasonable approximation to Eq.~11!. However, for
hydrogen-bonded dimers, there is strong evidence that
difference between the multipolar and Coulomb energ
called the penetration energy, is quite large. Calculati
suggest that it can contribute 20% or more to the bind
energy. The current hydrazine potential therefore include
specific penetration term.

The penetration energyEpen5EC
(1)2Emult has been cal-

culated, using theGMUL program, at the 200 geometries us
for the charge density overlap. It is fitted to an atom-at
isotropic form

Epen5(
ab

Bab exp~2babRab! ~12!

giving Bab5249.40 a.u.,bab51.864 a0
21 for N–N, and

Bab526.659 a.u.,bab52.056a0
21 for N–H. The rms per-

centage error is 16.0%. In agreement with previous calc
tions on different dimers, the penetration energy is found
be negative for physically accessible intermolecular geo
etries, whereas bothEC

(1) andEmult change sign with orienta
tion.

III. STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

Cluster structure calculations can be straightforwar
performed by minimizing the total interaction energy of t
cluster components. Despite the very simple underlying id
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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such calculations can be quite cumbersome even for not
large clusters~typically composed of more than five mo
ecules! due to the rapid increase of the number of structu
parameters with the cluster size.

Taking into account the different nature of the intera
tion forces and the different magnitudes of the correspond
binding energies for the intra- and intermolecular degrees
freedom, a reasonable approach is to consider the molec
‘‘frozen’’ and to minimize the intermolecular potential wit
respect to the relative positions of the component molecu
Moreover, such a technique is fully consistent with the ov
all philosophy of thefrozen molecule approachfor calculat-
ing the frequency shifts.

The position and orientation of each molecule, kept rig
in its equilibrium configuration, is specified by the three Ca
tesian coordinates of its center of mass and by three E
angles. In order to find local minima of the potential ener
hypersurface, these intermolecular degrees of freedom
optimized without constraints starting from randomly chos
initial configurations, using the NAG library routin
E04JAF, which is based on a Newton-like algorithm. Typ
cally, several hundreds up to thousands of minimizations
necessary to yield the global minimum for a particular clu
ter size.

As a general remark, it is noteworthy that the only clu
ter size which yields for both potential models~EPEN/2 and
the systematic potential! a defined number of stable configu
rations is the dimer, for which we obtained three energ
cally well separated minima. For the larger clusters w
separated absolute minima result which are typically 1
mol apart from the rest of the minima. But then very clo
lying higher energy configurations are obtained tending
form with increasing cluster size a dense number of isom

In order to determine the parameterK of Eq. ~8! we have
calculated the lowest energy dimer configuration, the cyc
arrangement, for the three different parametersK55, 6, and
7. The resulting well depths are232.01, 223.99, and
219.77 kJ/mol and the NH distances are 2.019, 2.228,
2.374 Å, respectively. These values can be compared w
the results ofab initio calculations. For the dimer of the
same structure CEPA calculations give binding energies
224.62 to225.53 kJ/mol, depending somewhat on the ba
set with an N-H distance of 2.22 Å.32 The NH distance can
also be compared with that of similar systems. For the w
studied ammonia dimer the value 2.24 Å results,33 while for
the system NCH-NH3 2.15 Å is obtained.34 The value
K56 reproduces all these results best, and it will be use
the further course of this work. This comparison also in
cates that the lowest energy isomer of the EPEN/2-poten
has with218.69 kJ/mol a smaller well depth and with 2.53
Å a larger NH distance than the optimal value.

There are no experimental second virial coefficients
hydrazine available in the literature. Nevertheless we pres
here calculations of this property for the two potential mo
els using the classical approximation. For the evaluation
the temperature dependence of the second virial coeffic
of hydrazine we have employed Monte Carlo quadratur
achieving for 106 integration points a typical precision o
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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6800 Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
3%. We have depicted in Fig. 1 the plots of the virial co
ficients for the systematic potential and the EPEN/2 pot
tial. It can be easily seen that the results of the two potent
are quite different, giving steeper curves for the system
potential.

The results of our configuration calculations with t
systematic potential are summarized in Table VI~a!, where
the binding energies and the mean hydrogen bond length
the three lowest lying isomers of each hydrazine cluster s
ranging from dimer to hexamer, are listed. The assignmen
hydrogen bonds can be uniquely done for the dimer
trimer configurations, but it becomes ambiguous for lar
clusters. Two somewhat contrary requirements determine
mean hydrogen bond lengths. First, for a given cluster s
the energetically lower configurations maximize the num
of hydrogen bonds, since these give the main contributio
the binding energy. Second, for isomers with the same n
ber of hydrogen bonds the ones will be preferred which c
sist of geometrically relaxed bonds.

TABLE VI. ~a! Binding energies~in kJ/mol! and mean hydrogen bond
lengths~in Å! of the three lowest lying isomers for each cluster size, o
tained by means of the systematic potential with repulsive potential pa
eter k56.0. ~b! Binding energies~in kJ/mol! and mean hydrogen bond
lengths~in Å! of the three lowest lying isomers for each cluster size, o
tained by means of the EPEN/2 potential.

M 2E d 2E8 d8 2E9 d9

~a!
2 23.99 2.228 22.08 2.379 17.56 2.412
3 55.52 2.144 54.42 2.161 53.60 2.168
4 94.86 2.150 91.44 2.163 90.82 2.144
5 129.38 2.180 128.74 2.271 128.64 2.174
6 169.29 2.181 169.20 2.215 168.77 2.187

~b!
2 18.69 2.538 17.94 2.525 17.51 2.685
3 45.40 2.464 45.05 2.441 43.51 2.457
4 76.70 2.540 76.68 2.501 75.83 2.516
5 111.07 2.536 110.06 2.502 105.94 2.522
6 145.14 2.475 142.71 2.528 140.07 2.530

FIG. 1. Second virial coefficient of hydrazine as a function of tempera
for the systematic and for the EPEN/2 potential.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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- For the dimer and trimer, the mean hydrogen bo
lengths decrease monotonically when going from the en
getically higher configurations to the minimum. As can
seen in Figs. 2 and 3 the three lowest configurations for th
clusters all prefer ring structures with two bonds for t
dimer and three bonds for the trimer. In view of th
sp3-hybridization of the nitrogen atoms in the hydrazin
molecule, it is obvious that the lowest energy dimer sho
have the most relaxed structure. The deviation of
sp3-orbitals from their ideal tetrahedral structure is smalle
the lone pair electrons are far apart. In this configuration
N atom of one amino group and one H atom of the oth
amino group of the same hydrazine molecule act as acce
and donor for the other molecule. In the second lowest
ergy configuration the situation is similar, aside from the fa
that in one molecule only one amino group is involved act
as donor and acceptor at the same time. In the third low
energy configuration one molecule consists of two donor
the other of two acceptor atoms. Note that the lowest a
third lowest dimer configurations both haveC2-symmetry. In
the latter one, however, the tension in the bonds is m
higher, as the increase in the mean bond lengths indica
The position of the lone pair electrons is less optimal.

-
-

-

e

FIG. 2. The three energetically most stable hydrazine dimer structures
the systematic potential.
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6801Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
For the lowest energy trimer it is noticed that for tw
molecules the donor and acceptor amino groups are differ
while for the other two configurations this is the case o
for one molecule. A decrease in the mean hydrogen b
lengths is expected for ring structures of increasing size
cause of the cooperativity effect. This is clearly observed
the lowest energy dimer and trimer configurations. From
tetramer onwards, however, no systematic behavior res
an indication of a structural change. In Fig. 4 the low
energy tetramer, pentamer, and hexamer structures
shown. They all exhibit three-dimensional structures.

For the tetramer a combination of the lowest energy
mer with one molecule on top of it can be recognized. T
number of hydrogen bonds is increased tremendously f
three for the trimer to six for the tetramer. The bonds are

FIG. 3. The three energetically most stable hydrazine trimer stuctures
the systematic potential.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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as optimal as in the trimer which yields a slightly increas
mean hydrogen bond length. The lowest energy configu
tion for the pentamer is again quite symmetric. The chan
from two-dimensional structures to three-dimensional str
tures can also be seen in the plot of the incremental bind
energyEn2En21 as a function of the cluster sizen in Fig. 5.
A pronounced maximum is found forn54. Comparing the
plots for the lowest and second lowest energy configurati
the main difference is found for the tetramer and pentam

In Table VI~b! we have given the results of our configu
ration calculations for the EPEN/2 potential. It is noted
comparing them with the corresponding results of the s
tematic potential that the binding energies are typica
15%–20% smaller with respect to the systematic poten
The plot of the incremental binding energy for the lowe

orFIG. 4. The energetically most stable hydrazine tetramer, pentamer,
hexamer stuctures for the systematic potential.
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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6802 Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
energy configurations in Fig. 5 shows a similar profile as
one found for the second lowest isomers of the system
potential.

Figure 6 presents the most stable hydrazine cluster st
tures from trimer up to the pentamer for the EPEN/2 pot
tial. The dimers have the same shape and symmetry pro
ties as those obtained for the systematic potential. It
however, noteworthy that, apart from having different bin
ing energies and hydrogen bond lengths, the energetica
der of the EPEN/2 configurations is different: Going fro
the lowest energy structure to the third lowest one, the c
responding figures should be considered in the sequenc
3a, and 3b. This sequence is somewhat surprising in view
the results obtained for the systematic potential. The rem
ing EPEN/2 clusters have different shapes as compare
the ones determined by the systematic potential. Two
tures, however, are very similar: First, with both potenti
ring structures are found for the lowest energy dimer a
trimer. Second, for the tetramer and larger clusters th
dimensional structures are found. Aside from the dim
symmetric structures are usually not obtained for the low
energy configurations.

IV. THE FROZEN MOLECULE APPROACH

The total cluster Hamiltonian may be written within th
FMA as

H5
hc

2 (
r51

3N26

(
m51

M

v r~prm
2 1qrm

2 !

1
hc

6 (
r ,s,t51

3N26

(
m51

M

f rstqrmqsmqtm1U, ~13!

where the first sum describes the uncoupled harmonic o
lations, the second sum is the anharmonic correction, w
U represents the intermolecular potential. Here,v r and
f rst are the harmonic frequencies and the cubic force c
stants in units of wave numbers, respectively.qrm and prm
are position and momentum operators associated with

FIG. 5. Incremental binding energies of small hydrazine clusters ve
cluster size for the systematic and the EPEN/2 potential. 1 and 2 desig
the plot for the lowest and the second lowest energy cluster configura
for the systematic potential, respectively.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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mal moder of moleculem. M stands for the number o
identical N-atomic molecules. The first two sums of th
Hamiltonian~13! describe the conventional normal mode a
proach for the individual molecules including cubic anha
monicities.

In view of the fact that the Hamiltonian~13! is domi-
nated by the harmonic term~first sum!, which in addition
allows for a full analytical diagonalization, the anharmon
term and the intermolecular potential can be treated a
perturbation

s
ate
ns

FIG. 6. The lowest energy hydrazine trimer, tetramer, and pentamer s
tures for the EPEN/2 potential.
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W5
hc

6 (
r ,s,t51

3N26

(
m51

M

f rstqrmqsmqtm1U. ~14!

The first order correction to the non-degenerate gro
state energy is readily obtained as the mean value of
perturbation in the ground state

«0
~1!5^0uWu0&5U01

1

4(r (
m

]2U

]qrm
2 , ~15!

whereU0 is the interaction energy of the molecules frozen
their equilibrium position. The first order energy correctio
«ni
(1) ~with n the eigenstate index andi the degeneracy index!
result as eigenvalues of the perturbation matrix in the rep
sentation defined by the basis vectorsu1ni& which span the
subspace of the respective energy level

(
j51

M

@^1niuWu1n j&2«ni
~1!d i j #cji

n50, i51,2, . . . ,M .

~16!

Here are the expressions for the perturbation matrix elem

^1niuWu1ni&5U01
1

4(r (
m

]2U

]qrm
2 1

1

2

]2U

]qni
2 , ~17!

^1niuWu1n j&5
1

2

]2U

]qni]qn j
, iÞ j . ~18!

Diagonalization of the perturbation matrix yields besides
first order energy corrections«ni

(1) , the coefficientscji
n . As is

apparent from Eqs.~15! and ~18!, neither the first order
ground state energy correction nor the corrections of the s
ply excited states imply cubic force constants, that is,
first order line shifts are independent of the intramolecu
force constants, depending only on the intermolecular po
tial.

The first order line shift can thus be expressed as

Dnni
~1!5

«ni
~1!2«0

~1!

hc
, ~19!

with «ni
(1) determined numerically from the eigenvalue E

~16! of the perturbation matrix and«0
(1) given by Eq.~15!.

As for the second order line shift,«n jk
(2) , the FMA yields

the expression:

Dnni
~2!5

1

( j ucji
n u2 (

j ,k
cji
n cki

n*Dnn jk
~2! , ~20!

where

Dnn jk
~2! 52

d jk

2 (
r

32d rn
2

fnnr

v r
S ]U

]qr j
D

2
1

4~hc!2 (
r

(
m

F 1

vn1v r

2
12d rn
vn2v r

G ]2U

]qn j]qrm

]2U

]qnk]qrm
. ~21!
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Generally, the most significant contributions to the seco
order line shifts are due to the first sum of this expressi
containing the generalized forces2]U/]qr j and the in-
tramolecular force constantsfnnr . The second sum of Eq
~21! is essentially less important due to the presence of
second order derivatives of the intermolecular potential a
describes the coupling of the normal modes of the individ
molecules by the potential solely. However, through t
resonance terms contained in the second sum, close l
levels can sometimes substantially contribute to the
quency shift.

The total frequency shift of a particular cluster spect
band finally results as the sum of the corresponding first
second order shifts

Dnni5Dnni
~1!1Dnni

~2! . ~22!

The details of the necessary calculations of the derivative
the potential are given in Appendix B of Ref. 12.

The relative importance of the cluster spectral line c
responding to a particular normal mode can be judged on
basis of the infrared intensity calculated from the square
the transition dipole moment.11,12

We note that the truncation of the Hamiltonian Eq.~13!
after the cubic term is sufficient as long as only relati
frequency shifts are calculated.35 The inclusion of the quartic
term in first order perturbation theory changes the intram
lecular energy levels and frequencies because of the a
tional anharmonicity in the intramolecular potential, but
the final result for the term differences this part cancels a
the terms of Eqs.~19! and ~20! are left in which the second
term contains only cubic force constants coupled to the fi
derivatives of the intermolecular potential.

V. FREQUENCY SHIFTS

As was already pointed out, the second order freque
shifts given by Eqs.~20! and ~21! depend on the molecula
cubic force constantsfnnr , which describe the coupling o
the considered mode to the other intramolecular modes. U
ally, from ab initio calculations force constants result in th
representation of the curvilinear internal valence coordina
In order to be used in the perturbation approach describe
the preceding section, the force constants must underg
transformation from internal- to normal coordinates. Th
transformation is accomplished as part of the normal m
analysis of the molecular vibrations, which also yields t
anharmonic frequencies of the normal modes of the mo
mer.

All relevant data needed for the normal mode analysis
the hydrazine molecule~internal coordinates and force con
stants! are taken from Ref. 19, where the force field of t
hydrazine has been evaluated fromab initio SCF calcula-
tions with a standard 4-31G basis set. The hydrazine mo
mer may be conveniently described using 12 unsymmetri
internal coordinates grouped in two symmetry species. H
monic force constants are provided for all internal coor
nates, and, in order to account for anharmonicity, all cu
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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TABLE VII. Lineshifts Dn5 (n551098 cm21, NN stretch! and Dn12 (n125937 cm21, NH2 wag! of the
experiment18 the EPEN/2 potential, and the systematic potential.

n5 n12

Expt. EPEN/2 Syst. pot. Expt. EPEN/2 Syst. pot.

M Dn Dn I rel Dn I rel Dn Dn I rel Dn I rel

2 216 210.0 0.05 0.93 0.02 42 235.5 0.03 32.29 0.33
0.9 0.22 3.22 0.06 48 219.2 0.78 61.43 0.12

3 210 212.6 0.13 4.43 0.06 55 238.9 0.63 56.01 0.28
28.7 0.04 4.89 0.06 231.0 0.64 59.56 0.14
20.1 0.23 8.28 0.02 88 26.4 0.05 87.75 0.25

4 212.2 0.06 4.00 0.02 250.0 0.07 64.97 0.15
28.9 0.15 6.41 0.04 239.8 0.24 70.41 0.14
26.6 0.13 8.81 0.02 88 239.2 0.42 85.60 0.29
23.1 0.12 10.62 0.09 109 238.8 0.96 106.78 0.32

5 215.6 0.02 5.70 0.07 250.7 0.51 65.33 0.08
29.8 0.10 6.28 0.03 250.6 0.65 72.57 0.23
26.9 0.07 8.84 0.05 88 241.1 0.13 88.68 0.45
25.1 0.13 10.92 0.02 234.4 0.21 88.92 0.35
21.3 0.25 20.16 0.04 112 224.3 0.61 102.19 0.02

6 217.5 0.02 6.88 0.05 272.0 0.98 80.20 0.08
217.2 0.09 7.79 0.02 262.7 0.34 82.87 0.13

26.1 0.03 8.06 0.02 89 236.7 0.13 93.59 0.30
22.9 0.34 10.16 0.06 235.5 0.28 101.31 0.09
0.3 0.18 12.01 0.07 222.2 0.54 113.56 0.06
9.4 0.12 21.84 0.04 112 218.7 0.37 118.68 0.68
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force constants of the formFii j and quartic force constants o
the form Fiii i for the bond stretching coordinates are i
cluded.

Using the force field of Ref. 19 we have comput
the monomer harmonic frequencies by the WilsonF-G
method.36 The transformation of the force constants fro
internal to normal coordinates is carried out by employ
the L-tensor approach of Hoy, Mills and Strey.37 Special
attention has been devoted to the treatment of the tor
coordinates, for which we have derived new compact a
lytical L-tensor formulas, described in detail elsewhere.38

In our line shift calculations, we have dealt only wi
two of the 12 normal modes of hydrazine: the NN stretch
mode (n551098 cm21), and the NH2 wagging mode
(n125937 cm21). The frequency shifts computed by mea
of the approach described above refer to these mono
lines.

VI. RESULTS

Now we are ready to compare the results of the calcu
tions for the line shifts of the energetically lowest config
rations using the two potential models introduced in the p
vious sections. They are given in Table VII together with t
experimental observations. For the EPEN/2 potential the
citation of the N-N stretching mode (n5) gives small nega-
tive values up to210 cm21 for the dimer and shows only
small dependency on cluster size. In the case of the as
metric NH2-wagging mode (n12) the shifts are all negative in
the range from219 to235 cm21 for the dimer. The shifts
increase up to270 cm21 with increasing cluster size. While
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
n
a-

g

er

-

-

x-

m-

the former results are in good agreement with experime
results which exhibit shifts between216 and28 cm21, the
latter results are completely wrong, since the experime
values vary between 42 and 112 cm21. We note that the
heavy particle motion of the N-N stretching mode whi
causes only small line shifts is reasonably well reprodu
by this potential. The large amplitude motion of the lig
hydrogen atoms in the asymmetric NH2-wagging mode,
however, is not at all reproduced.

The results for the systematic potential are also given
Table VII. Now the N-N stretching mode shows small shi
of 1 to 10 cm21 independent of the cluster size. This is
qualitative agreement with the experiments, although
sign is not correct. But the asymmetric NH2-wagging mode
exhibits indeed the large blueshifts ranging from 32 to 1
cm21 that are observed in the experiments. For the trim
the tetramer and the hexamer the results are within a
wave numbers in surprisingly good agreement with the m
surements, if the shifts with the largest intensities are us
For the dimer and the pentamer some differences are
served. Since the measurements are partly incomplete
cause of some missing laser lines, we have conducted a
tional measurements and will present the results toge
with a more complete analysis which also includes the d
ferent isomers in the following paper which will hopefull
clarify these points.

Since in both cases the frozen molecule approach
used to calculate the line shifts, the discrepancy in the res
is obviously caused by the potential models. The good ag
ment with experimental results for the systematic poten
, No. 17, 1 May 1997
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6805Beu et al.: Potential for hydrazine clusters
shows that the chosen methodological ansatz is even c
petitive for modes with large amplitude motion of the
atoms.

In order to get more insight into the problem of the o
gin of the line shifts, the contributions of the different term
in the systematic potential model to the overall line sh
have been analyzed. The results for the most stable dime
given in Table VIII. The long ranged attractive dispersi
energy and induction terms play only a marginal role. T
main contribution comes from the large blueshift of the el
trostatic term~combining multipole and penetration contr
butions! which is reduced by the repulsive overlap term. Th
remains true for the larger cluster sizes up to the hexame
is just this electrostatic term which is very carefully mo
elled in the systematic potential ansatz. In the case of
EPEN/2 model, the simple prescription for the choice
charges along with constraints for the positions of th
charges fails to reproduce the required accuracy. There
we conclude that at least for systems like hydrazine wh
are dominated by hydrogen bonds, the accurate calcula
of the electrostatic term in the intermolecular potential is
crucial importance for the interpretation of the spectrosco
data.
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